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 The print version is 253 pages long! Since last year, I have been blogging about an ongoing project: a portfolio site, that I've
been building since I started to use jekyll in 2016. I have been developing my portfolio site in a completely incremental way, I
have tried different things, I have learned new things. This year, I moved from jekyll 3 to jekyll 4, switched to git for version

control, implemented a plugin to automate the task of publishing my portfolio to Jekyll and used the git workflow and Pull
Requests to improve my projects on GitHub. Today I will show you, step by step, how I built my portfolio site. I have explained
the items above as well as other items that you may be interested in when working on your portfolio. I hope you will find them
useful. This is the first blog post of the portfolio series. You can find all posts under "Portfolio - Step by Step" This article does
not discuss the technologies I used in the portfolio, but focuses on the tools that I used to build the site. For the technologies I
used, please check the links in the section "Portfolio - Step by Step - Technology" 1. Generate a Github Project When starting

with jekyll, your first step is to create a jekyll site. However, since I have been using jekyll for a couple of years, I already have
a jekyll project in my computer, so when I started working with jekyll, I just exported my existing jekyll project. To export the
project to github, I use Github Pages, the recommended way to make a Github project. Github Pages is a way to create a single
page website for a GitHub project. To create a project, click on create page at the top right corner. After you create the page,

you have to wait until you can add a site to your github project. When your project is ready to be published, you have to specify
a url for your site and the content of the page that you want to be the first page of your site. When you have added a url for your
project, it will look like this: Now you can click on the "Create" button to the right. Github pages will ask you for information

that Github uses to create your site. When you click "Continue", you will get an option to choose the 520fdb1ae7
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